
 
 

‘A BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAIN CHRISTMAS’ 
Synopsis 

 
Willow Petersen (Rachael Leigh Cook) heads from New York City to Shenandoah Falls, Virginia 
for the month of December to help plan for sister Juni’s (Christie Burke) wedding.  After 
suggesting Eagle Ridge, the inn her family once owned, as a venue, Willow learns it is up for sale 
and not available for a wedding.  Now owned by widower and single dad David Lyndon (Benjamin 
Ayres), Eagle Ridge is on the market so that Lyndon can be freed up from the responsibility in 
order to pursue partnership at his law firm.  Willow approaches David with an offer to convert 
the barn at Eagle Ridge for Juni’s wedding venue, enticing him with the fact that with all the 
repurposing and decorating she will do, it will make selling the inn easier. 
 
Willow immediately gets to work at Eagle Ridge, requiring much more of David’s time and 
attention than he had planned.  Willow’s family built the place but was forced to sell after her dad 
passed away several years ago.  She loves having grown up at Eagle Ridge Inn and her passion 
for the place shows.  She pulls out all the stops as she rejuvenates it.  Before long, and despite 
his resistance to all her decorating, David starts to have feelings for Willow, who has convinced 
him to celebrate Christmas at the inn in a big way this year, which will be his family’s last there. 
 
Willow spends more and more time with David and his family and becomes very attached to his 
10-year old daughter Natalie (Lina Renna), as well as to David.  What began as a working 
relationship to get the inn ready for a wedding and for sale has grown very warm.  David even 
asks Willow if she would ever consider moving back there and she admits she would for the right 
reason. 
 
Filled with family that have arrived a week early for the wedding, the inn is alive with activity, 
warmth and festivity.  David’s potential buyer for the inn shows up unexpectedly and is so 
impressed with the site of the inn all decorated and filled with guests that he declares to David 
that he wants to make the purchase.  Having seen how Willow has made the inn come alive with 
laughter and love again, David is experiencing second thoughts about selling.  And without 
knowing David has a buyer, Willow puts together her own plan to purchase the inn with an 
investment partner.  With clashing plans for the inn’s future, a wedding to pull off and their future 
as a couple uncertain, Willow and David must realize what is truly important in order to find the 
happiness they’ve each been seeking. 
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